
What’s your pick-up line?



Smaller Truck.
Bigger Payback.



Colorado / Canyon 
+ Ute Bed®



Unlimited Uses



Ute Bed® Features:



Drop-down sides



Drop-down sides



Drop-down sides



Drop-down sides

(also removable)



Converts to a flat bed.



Increased 
Load Area



Lightweight…
(Extruded Aluminum)



…but
STRONG!



Numerous Tie-down Points



Tie-down points galore!



When using 
drop-sides to 
tie down loads, 
the sides act like 
a big spring in 
tension…

Aircraft grade T-6 aluminum, 
returns to its original shape 
after being stressed



Ute Bed ®

load-rating 

(small to 
medium beds)



Colorado cab-chassis

minus weight of
Ute Bed ®



Net payload:



Compares favorably with the 
Silverado 1500 (1/2 ton)

Short box load: 1,889 lbs
Long box load: 2,052 lbs

16-21 mpg

Colorado + Ute Bed®
Load: 1,996 lbs

21-27 mpg



Compares favorably with the 
Silverado 1500 (1/2 ton)

Silverado 1500 Colorado + Ute Bed®



The Colorado/Canyon Ute will 
carry the load of a Silverado 1500 

at less cost.

The Ute will actually carry 
more volume.



Load ‘er up!



Smaller Truck.
Bigger Payback.



Fleet Owners
Smaller Truck. Bigger Payback.



Accessories galore!



Tool drawers 
& tool boxes





Ladder racks
& steps



Ramps



Canopies



Think Outside the Box



Aluminum – won’t rust.

Lightweight – fuel efficient.

A woman’s friend – easy to handle, 
easy to lift and load!



Think Inside the Box



Ideas





















Call Ute Ltd
1-TON-UTE-BEDS
www.uteltd.com
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